The question on your mind?

What is TCM?

The only question that stroke survivors seem to
have is, “Can i do tomorrow what I did
yesterday?” We have heard countless times the
statements such as:

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)

“Be content with what you have.”
“It could have been worse, you could have died”
“You have to accept reality”
“This is all that you’ll get back”

We are not content…
I had a brainstem stroke at the age of 42 and
was given 24 hours to live. Since that time I’ve
heard all of the standard phrases and
statements. After three years of frustration and
languishing in a body that i felt trapped in I
became the first American to be treated in Tianjin
with TCM for stroke. What I found was not a
miracle but the answers that I had been
searching for.
I have brought over 500 people to China for
treatment in a hospital setting but as costs
increased and treatment plateaued I looked
elsewhere. I now bring clients into a wonderful 5
star hotel setting where treatment comes to them
and they have all the services available in
English. Western food, large mall, pool, workout
room, riverwalk and more. Three months of
therapy and a vacation wrapped up in one!
I look forward to seeing you in Tianjin, China
soon!…Ruth

TCM is a form of medicine and treatment
modes where optimal conditions are
provided to allow the body to heal itself. In
western medicine we use pharmaceuticals
and surgery to bring about what are
generally rapid results, often with numerous
side effects.
TCM is a slower form of treatment that uses
acupuncture, medical massage, and natural
medications and remedies that promote
healing that is lasting and on going. We see
dramatic result when others have little or
nothing to offer.
Why China?
Although Acupuncture is available in the US and
some TCM in remote areas, it is very limited and
expensive. Here in China you have access to the
best in TCM treatment and medications that can
not be obtained in the US.
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Welcome to China and the
riverwalk outside the St Regis

Treatment in Room

WiFi Included

Breakfast Included

The doctor comes to you
and provides your “tuina"
(massage) and
acupuncture in the
privacy of your own
room.

In this day and age you
need access in order to
stay in touch with friends
and family. Facebook
and Youtube are also
available in the hotel.

Breakfast is the most
important meal of the
day and you will have
daily access to their
extensive buﬀet and be
treated like family.

5 Star
Accommodations
Luxurious rooms, 3
restaurants in the hotel,
pool, workout facility,
large open lobby and
relaxing seating area.

Healing and Restoration

Our Approach

Unlike rehab in the US which can often feel as if you
are knocking your head against a brick wall, here
you focus on healing the body from within. That
healing is a necessary component to rehabilitation
and restoration. The acupuncture and other
treatments work within the body to create the
optimal conditions that are required to allow the
body to heal itself.

If you receive a severe cut in the arm you do not
rush to rehabilitate the arm… you first clean the
area, stitch it up, bandage it and allow then allow
healing before you restore proper function.

In the US medical practitioners are often more
concerned with getting the patient out of the
hospital to keep costs lower, not healing them. We
get the cart before the horse.

TCM is the same in its approach. It works by
creating that optimal healing environment and
opening any blockages within the body data path
and network.
Just as I can’t call your cell phone unless I know the
correct number, your body can not begin to heal
properly if the paths for that healing to occur are
blocked.

We look forward to seeing you in Tianjin and serving you soon!
contact me for more information or a follow up call: ruthlycke@me.com

